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Pin Racks
This portable rack 
features a double-
level sheet metal 
deck, perforated 
to accept drop-in 
“pins,” allowing it 
to contain varying 
sizes of product.

• Ideal for steel stampings or other flat goods
• Stackable up to 10 high
• Holes on 3”centers
• 4,000 lb capacity each
• 5/8” diameter pins, with 12” usable height
• Available through QuickShip

Nesting Racks
For both space-
savings and mobility, 
Steel King nesting 
racks are an ideal 
solution for bulk 
storage and can 
hold heavy loads.

Empty racks and 
bins can be “nested” – one rack set inside another rack 
– up to 6 high and moved all at once, resulting in both 
space and time savings.

• The rear posts serve as load stops, assisting with 
proper load placement.

• Available in multiple sizes
• Typically stacked in columns of 4 or 5 racks
• 2,000 to 4,000 lb capacity

Steel Coil Racks
Coil racks are a simple 
solution that can save 
you valuable production 
space, as well as 
increase efficiency and 
safety.

Steel King’s high capacity 
coil racks can stack up 

to 4 high, saving you valuable warehouse space.

• Store coil diameters up to 72”
• Capacities up to 20,000 lbs
• 4 way entry
• Move with fork lifts or crane
• Stack up to 4 high

Steel Bar Rack
Bar Racks are 
industrial racks that 
handle and store 
20,000 pounds or 
more of steel, bars, 
rods, tubing, flats, 
extrusions or other 
long products per 
rack (based on load 

weight and recommended 6:1 height-to-depth ratio).

These Steel King heavy duty racks are:
• Designed to be accessed by fork lifts or overhead

cranes
• Designed for stacking



 Socket plug Socket target Fork stirrups Shackle

How to design your Stac-King portable rack
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Whether you choose one color or a combination of colors for your Steel King product, these 
standard colors are applied at no extra charge!*  Nontoxic and lead free. Use different colors 
to color-code a plant, department, different carrying capacities, load locations and more.

*The colors shown above may vary slightly from the color of the finished product, due 
to the limitations of the printing process. When exact color and gloss is important, 
please request a free sample of the actual paint on a metal chip. May or may not be 
powder coated, dependent upon product line and/or FOB location.

Choose your colors
The widest selection of standard colors in the industry!

Standard Colors

Premium Colors
Minimum order size may apply.
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White*  

Navy Blue*

Castle Gray* 

Protect your loads during handling, stacking and shipping with Steel King’s 
Stac-King® portable racks. Stac-King racks act as their own pallet,  
eliminating the need and cost of wood pallets.

Because they are 
portable, Stac-King 
racks allow the user 
to maximize storage 
density (like a 
drive-in or flow rack), 
maximize selectivity 
(like traditional 
selective rack), or 
anything in between – 
all with the same rack.

With Stac-King, changing rack layouts is simple,  
with no expensive installation or dismantling costs!

Removable Corner Posts 
Stac-King’s vertical posts allow the racks to be stacked several units high, 
without load-on-load contact, reducing product-crushing damage. During 
in-plant handling or in shipment, Stac-King racks can be stacked higher, 
utilizing overhead space safely.

Stac-King’s removable corner posts allow it to be shipped and stored very 
densely. Traditional racking consumes the same space at all times, whether 
empty or full. 

This makes the Stac-King rack ideal for applications with fluctuating 
inventory levels, because the racks can be stored in a fraction of their 
normal space, freeing valuable floor space for other uses.

Some loads cannot be stored efficiently on traditional pallet rack. Boxes, 
tires, rolls, coils, and other hard-to-handle items are ideal for Stac-King. 

Before you buy your next pallet rack system, consider the benefits of 
Stac-King portable racks. They may save you both time and money!

Steel King is Built to Deliver...

Stac-King®  Portable Racks
FEATURES | OPTIONS

• Stackable 6 units high

• 4,000 lb capacity each

• Three standard base sizes

• Two standard post sizes

• 4-way, short-fork base design

• Available in 13 Standard Colors

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Stock Sizes:  42” x 48”
42” x 60”
48” x 48”

Stock Posts:  36” or 48” High

Load Capacity:
Std Duty = 2000# per rack
Heavy Duty = 4000# per rack

Stack Height: Up to 6 high while loaded

Base Types:  Short Fork
Long Fork
Filled-In Base

Deck Types:  Open, Plywood, Wood Board,

Color: 

Sheet Metal & Expanded Metal

Vista Green in stock or choice of 
12 standard or premium colors

Custom sizes and configurations
available. 

StacKing is available in Steel King’s 48-Hour Quick Ship Program 
48 HOUR    QUICK SHIP

Plywood channel Post Plug Post Target Inverted Post Target

Select Your Deck

Select Your Post

Select Your Options

Select Your Color

4-way corner Coil cradle Filled base Long fork 

Plywood deck Sheet metal deck Wire mesh deck Wood deck

Standard Colors Premium Colors
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